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The following installation instructions are given as a general guide to avoid common errors. Installer should follow best practices for 
construction and workmanship. Acoustical Solutions bears no responsibility for installation or contractor selection. Please contact a sales 
representative if you have questions, concerns or specific project requirements.

Be sure to inspect materials upon delivery. Please note any damage on the delivery ticket and notify Acoustical Solutions immediately. 
Materials should be stored in original packing in a clean, climate controlled environment free of moisture.  Installation should not 
commence until building is enclosed and under standard occupancy conditions and surfaces are of acceptable condition and properly 
prepared. Do not install materials of unacceptable quality.

Arrows show path of sound travel. Putty pad reduces sound transmission
by blocking path of sound travel.

INSTALLATION  OF PUTTY PADS ON ELECTRICAL BOXES (Protective Wall Opening Material)

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4
Remove poly liner from one side of pad (Step 1). Align pad to the side of box partially overlapping the stud and adhere. Working to the opposite side of the box to the edges (Step 2). If wall membrane 
is in place, pack putty into gaps between box and gypsum board slightly overlapping inner wallboard surface. If membrane is to be installed after pad installation, overlap front edge of box so that putty 
will be compressed around edges of box as wallboard is installed. Cut slits in pad to fit around conduits or cables (Step 3). Press pad to surface of top, bottom, and sides of box (Step 4). Trim excess 
at corners and apply to conduit fittings connected to the box.  Optionally, putty may be packed into inside of conduit fittings to prevent passage of smoke.

STEP 1: Remove poly liner from one side of pad. STEP 2: Align pad to the side of box partially overlapping the stud and adhere. Work to opposite side of the box to the 
edges. STEP 3: If wall membrane is in place, pack putty into gaps between box and wallboard slightly overlapping inner wallboard surface. If membrane is to be installed 
after pad installation, overlap front edge of box so that putty will be compressed around edges of box as wallboard is installed. Cut slits in pad to fit around conduits or 
cables. STEP 4: Press pad to surface of top, bottom and sides of box. Trim excess at corners and apply to conduit fittings connected to the box. As required, putty may be 
packed into insides of conduit fittings to prevent passage of smoke. Poly liner may be left on the back of the pad or removed.
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